
who we are
We are a creative agency that specialises in the unorthodox to produce 
stunning visual content for your marketing needs! Hailing from Melbourne, 
the city of impeccable visuals and art, we have brought the Melbourne 
mindset back with us, which means we are appreciate good creativity, are 
only satisfied with creating the best, and we love co�ee!

why work with us?
Our small humble agency has 3 pillars of how we work, and we stand by 

these pillars as it drives the way we approach our briefs to produce only 

the highest quality of work.

1) Quality is a non-compromise.
We are proud of our work, and to be proud of our work we only create the 

highest quality visuals that we are satisfied with giving YOU, the client.

2) “to infinity and beyond”
With our background in marketing and advertising, we want to go above 

and beyond just following a brief, we want to be able to contribute our 

knowledge and expertise to co-create and elevate your brief to the next 

level. 

3) We listen because we care.
We know it sounds cliche, but we are proud to say that we’re not like other 

agencies. That means we pay extra attention to your briefs because we 

want to get it right! And since we’re a small agency, you’ll be dealing 

directly with us, communication will be swift and as efficient as can be!
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NOTABLE PAST CLIENTS

Corporate Clients
Maybank | A�n Hwang Asset Management | Mini Cooper
Lazada | Grab | Le Creuset | Estee Lauder | Amazin’ Graze 

Restaurants & Small Businesses
Elevete Patisserie | Mean Mince | LI Restaurant | MotionLab
Dao Desserts | Sekalf (Flakes Cafe SS2)

OUR WEBSITE

OUR PORTFOLIO (g-drive)
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All services are inclusive of shooting fee, lighting/equipment fees and editing fees. 

Talent fees, styling fees, prop fees are NOT included.

RATE CARD

Per photo
RM250 - RM350

15-30 SECOND STOP MOTION
RM600 for the first GIF

RM400 for every additional GIF

Day rates
Full Day Photography Shoot (8 Hours): RM3500

Half Day Photography Shoot (4 Hours): RM2000

monthly Retainer 
(Content creation package)
- RM3000/month

- 3 month minimum contract

- 1 Full Day Shoot per month (Photos/GIFS)

- 20 Photos minimum provided + any GIFS that we are able 

to create.

Negotiable depending on your needs!
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All services are inclusive of shooting fee, lighting/equipment fees and editing fees. 

Talent fees, styling fees, prop fees are NOT included.

All services are inclusive of shooting fee, lighting/equipment fees and editing fees. 

Talent fees, styling fees, prop fees are NOT included.
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Video Rates*
RM3000++ for 1-2 Minute long videos.

RM6000++ for 3-5 Minute long videos.

For a more accurate and tailored quote, please send us your briefs!

We absolutely would love to set up a call with you to discuss your 

brief in greater detail.

*These are our production rates for when you have a general 

storyboard + direction in mind.

We also offer storyboarding, concept ideation and talent shortlisting 

services for additional cost, based on your loose brief/goal that you 

would like to achieve.

VIDEO production



All services are inclusive of shooting fee, lighting/equipment fees and editing fees. 

Talent fees, styling fees, prop fees are NOT included.

RATE CARD

Logo design
Basic Logo (Text OR Vector Icon)
RM500

Adaptive Logo (Both Text & Vector Icon)
RM1000

Illustration
RM1000

BRANDING KIT
RM3000

Inclusive of basic logo, typography, color palette, design tem-

plates, corporate identity deck.

Adaptive Logo +RM300

Illustration +RM300

Website Banners/social media 
graphics
RM200 - RM300 per output.
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Type of photography Services

Portrait Photography

Commercial Photography (for billboards, DOOH etc)

Product Photography

Social Media Content Creation

Food Photography

Beauty & Fashion Photography

Corporate Photography

E-commerce Photography

Real Estate Photography

Automobile Photography

Digital imaging Services (Photoshop, Photo Manipulation)

If you don't see it on the list, feel free to reach out to us

directly to enquire more!



contact

Tan Wey Kit

Head of BD & Operations

Whatsapp: +6011 2098 3438

Email: weykit@thatbluecapmedia.com

If your business requires any of our services, please do not

hesitate to reach out to us, and we are more than happy to

set up a quick meeting to go over your needs!
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